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0. Introduction 
In the past few years the concept of continuous lattices has attracted more and 
more attention. In 1969, Lawson [5] studied those compact semilattices which can 
be embedded into a power of the unit interval. Later, in 1972, Scott introduced a 
class of lattices which he called continuous lattices in order to construct models of 
the A-calculus and combinatory logic [7]. Furthermore, Day [l] and Wyler [8] 
studied the algebras of the filter-monad and discovered that they are complete 
lattices satisfying a certain equation. Recently it was discovered that all these 
concepts are essentially the same [4], and that of course launched a flurry of 
research in this area. 
This paper is a contribution to the problem of colimits in the category of 
continuous lattices. Continuous lattices, being exactly the algebras of a monad, 
form an algebraic category. Hence it is easy to describe limits and especially products 
of continuous lattices: they are essentially the same as the limits of their underlying 
sets. However, difficulties occur, as in other categories of algebras, if one wants an 
explicit description of colimits and coproducts. In this note we will give such a 
description, which seems to be satisfactory at least for coproducts. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this first section we collect some definitions and basic facts from the theory of 
continuous lattices. 
1.1. Let L be a complete lattice and let u, YE L be two elements of L. We say that u 
is way below v (and write ug v), if every updirected subset L, of L with supremum 
larger than v eventually gets above u, i.e. if D c L is updirected and if supDr v, 
then there is a d E D such that u I d. An element k E L is called compact, if k4 k. If L 
is a complete lattice, then L is called continuous lattice (algebraic lattice), if every 
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element v E L is the supremum of all elements way below v (of compact elements less 
than v). 
1.2. One important example of algebraic lattices may be obtained as follows: Let 
(S, v) be a v-semilattice with smallest element 0. A subset I r S of S is called an ideal 
of S, if 
(i) 0 E I. 
(ii) I is a subsemilattice of S. 
(iii) u I v and v E Z imply u E 1, i.e. I is a lower set. 
Let P(S) denote the complete lattice of all ideals of S, ordered by inclusion. Then 
P(S) is an algebraic lattice, the compact elements of P(S) are exactly the ideals of the 
form lu := (v E S: v E u), u E S. As a matter of fact, every algebraic lattice can be 
represented in this form. 
1.3. Among the several possibilities of defining morphisms between continuous 
lattices, we choose the following one: Let L and L’ be two continuous lattices. A 
mapping cp : L -tL’ is called a CL-morphism, if ~0 preserves arbitrary infima and 
updirected suprema. By CL we denote the category of all continuous lattices 
together with all CL-morphisms. 
1.4. Let L and L’ be two complete lattices and let g: L+L’ and d: L’-+L be two 
order-preserving mappings satisfying g(x) zzy iff XT d(y). Then g is called the left 
adjoint of d and d the right adjoint of g. It can be shown that g preserves arbitrary 
infima and that d preserves arbitrary suprema. Conversely, if g: L+L’ preserves 
arbitrary infima, then g has a unique right adjoint and if d: L’+L preserves 
arbitrary suprema, then d has a unique left adjoint. Moreover, d and g are related 
by the equations g(x) = sup{ y: d(y) ix} and d(y) = inf{x: g(x) zy}. 
In the language of adjoints, CL-morphisms can be characterized as follows: Let 
g: L-L’ be a monoton mapping between continuous lattices. Then g is a CL- 
morphism iff g has a right adjoint d satisfying 
vu, YE L’: u 4 v implies d(u) & d(v). 
(see [4] for details). 
For definitions and results from category theory we refer to the book of MacLane 
161. 
2. An adjunction theorem for continuous lattices 
In this section we review some results together with their proofs, which originally 
have been proven in a seminar note by Hofmann, Keimel, Mislove and the author 
PI. 
We shall in some sense enlarge the dual of the category CL to a category CSL in 
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such a way that CL”P becomes a full reflexive subcategory of CSL. This will reduce 
the question of colimits in CL to the question of limits in CSL and the second 
question turns out to be an easier one. 
We start with the definition of a category SL, which is a little bit larger than CSL 
but seems to be of interest in its own right. 
2.1. Definition. The category SL is defined as follows: 
Objects are pairs (S, < ), where S is a v-semilattice with 0 together with a binary 
relation < on S satisfying: 
(i) x< y implies xly for all x,y~ S. 
(ii) O<xfor allxES. 
(iii) usx<ylvimplies U< v for allx,y,u,vES. 
(iv) x< L and y< t imply xvy< t for all x,y,z~S. 
(v) If x< z., then there is a YES such that x< y< z. 
Morphisms between two SL objects (S, < ) and (T, < ) are mappings preserving 0, 
v and < . 
The properties (i)-(iv) of Definition 2.1 are defined by implications and all- 
quantors and hence, by general results in model theory, are preserved under the 
formation of limits in Set. The property (v) turns out to be the crucial one. We often 
shall refer to (v) as the interpolation property. 
2.2. If (S, < ) is an SL-object and if ZG S is an ideal of the V-semilattice S, then Z is 
called a <-ideal, provided that for every XEZ there is a YEZ such that x< y. By 
P< (S, < ) - or simply by P< (S) - we denote the set of all < -ideals of (S, < ). 
2.3. Proposition. Let (S, < ) be an SL-object. Then: 
(i) Zf ZcP(S) is an ideal of S, then c(Z):={xEZ:x< y for some yEZ) is a <- 
ideal. 
(ii) c(Z) is the largest < -ideal of S contained in I. 
(iii) c : P(S)-+P(S) is a kernel operator with range P< (S). 
(iv) P( (S) is closed under arbitrary suprema in P(S). 
(v) P( (S) is a continuous lattice. Moreover, for two <-ideals Z and J we have 
la J in P< (S) iff Ze J in P(S) iff there is an a E J such that ZC la. 
Proof. (i) If Z is an ideal of S, then c(Z) is a lower set by condition (iii) of Definition 
2.1. Furthermore, if a, b E c(Z), then we can find x, y E Z fulfilling a< x and b < y. By 
(iii) of Definition 2.1 we can conclude that a< xvy and b < xvy, hence av b< xvy 
by 2.l(iv). But this yields av b< c(Z), i.e. c(Z) is an ideal. Furthermore, c(Z) is a < - 
ideal: If XE c(Z) is any element, then we have to find a y~c(Z) such that x< y. 
Firstly, we can find a ZEZ satisfying x< z by the definition of c(Z). Now the 
interpolation property yields a y E S with x< y < z. But then x< y E c(Z) as desired. 
(ii) If J is any < -ideal contained in Z, then for every XE J there is a y E JS Z such 
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that x< y. This means XE c(Z), i.e. JG c(Z). 
(iii) and (iv) are now easy consequences of (ii). 
(v) To prove the last property of Proposition 2.3 we want to apply Lemma 1.4 of 
[3]. Therefore we have to show that every < -ideal ZE P< (S) is the supremum of < - 
ideals JE P< (S) which are way below Z in P(S). Let a E I. Then it is enough to find a 
< -ideal J containing a such that J4 1. Firstly, we can find a b E Z such that a< b by 
the definition of < -ideals. Hence aE c(lb) G lb c Z and Lb is compact in P(S). 
Therefore we can conclude a E c(lb) 91. This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
The next proposition tells us something about the behavior of SL-morphisms on 
‘< -ideals. 
2.4. Proposition. Let (p: (S, <)+(T, <) be an SL-morphism between two SL- 
objects. Then P<(p): P<(T)+P<(S) defined by P<(v)(Z):=C(~-‘(I)) is a CL- 
morphism. The right adjoint @ of P<(p) is given by @(I) :=lp(Z). Moreover, 
PC : SL + CL is a contravariant functor. 
Proof. Let @ : P< (S)+P< (T) be defined by @(I) :=&O(Z). Then @ is well defined, 
because lo(Z) is a < -ideal whenever Z is: Let a E l&Z). Then there is an XE Z such that 
al v(x). Furthermore, we can pick a y E Z with respect o x< y. But then a I p(x) < 
v(y), i.e. a< ME Iv(Z). Moreover, I@ is the right adjoint of P<(p): Indeed, if 
JEP<(S) and ZEP<(T) are <-ideals, then JI; P<(Z)=c(cp-‘(1)) iff JG (p-‘(Z) iff 
bp(J) G Z iff &p(J) E Z iff @(J) G I. Now an easy calculation using 2.3(iv) and 2.3(v) 
shows that @ preserves arbitrary suprema and the way-below relation. An appli- 
cation of 1.4 now finishes the proof. 
We now present the definition of the category CSL. 
2.5. Definition. Let CSL be the category whose objects are the v-complete SL- 
objects and whose morphisms are those SL-morphisms which preserve arbitrary 
suprema. 
If L E CL is a continuous lattice, then the way-below relation 4 on L satisfies the 
axioms of Definition 2.1. Hence e(L) := (L, 4) is a CSL-object. Moreover, if 
cp :L-+L’ is a CL-morphism between two continuous lattices L and L’, then the right 
adjoint Q(P) : L’-+L preserves arbitrary suprema and the way-below relation. Hence 
we have a contravariant functor ,Q : CL-CSL. 
Before we state our adjunction theorem, we need the following additional 
information on continuous lattices: 
2.6. Proposition (see [4]). Zf L is a continuous lattice and if aE L is a point, then 
{x: x4 a} is the unique minimal ideal with supremum a. If I is any e-ideal of L with 
supf=a, then Z= {x:xQ[a}. 
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2.7. Theorem. The (contravariant) functors P < : CSL+CL and Q : CL+CSL are 
adjoint on the left. The counits are given by 
q:P<“e’lcL, 
4-r: Pi oe(L)-L, 
I- sup I 
and 
E:e”P< +lcsLs 
&s:@oP<(s)-s, 
I- sup I. 
Moreover, v is an isomorphism. 
Proof. q is an isomorphism by Proposition 2.6. Moreover, if S is a CSL-object, 
then cS: @oP< (S)+S is a CSL-morphism: By 2.3(iv), es preserves arbitrary suprema. 
Let la J for f, JE P<(S). Then by 2.3(v), there is an a E Jsuch that I G la G J. Choose 
a be J such that a < b. Then we have es(Z) = sup I= a < b I sup J= eS( J), i.e. ~~(1) <
es(J). We now want to show that P< and .Q are adjoint on the left and that E is one of 
the counits. Therefore we have to prove that for every CSL-morphism 9 : @(L)-+S 
there is a unique CL-morphism 9 : P< (S)+L such that E~oQ(~) =9. 
p< (S) ep< (S) ES. 
0 ew I T / co / 
L e(L)’ 
Firstly, define a mapping 9 : e(L)-+@P,(S) by V(X) := ~{9(y):y4x} for XE L. Then 
9 is the composition of the maps 
L qL ’ P<(L) = P< (e(L)) Af+ P< (S) = @P< (9, 
x- {y:y*x), I- 19(Z). 
Because qL is an isomorphism and because 9 is a CSL-morphism, v/=v)oqL is a 
CSL-morphism, too. Moreover, ~~~9(~)=supl{9(y):ytx)=sup9((y:y~x})= 
9(sup{ y: y-=ex}) = 9(x), i.e. sSo 9 = 9. Furthermore, 9 is the unique CSL-morphism 
with this property. Indeed, if sso9’=9 for a CSL-morphism I#, then sup w’(x) = 
9(x) for all XEL. As x=sup(y:y~x} and as 9’ preserves suprema, we have 
9’(x)=u{y/‘(y):y~x}. Now ZE 9’(x) implies ZE 9’(y) for some y*x, i.e. 
ZI sup 9’(y) = 9(y) for some ydx. This yields z E 9(x). Conversely, if z E 9(x), then 
zd 9(y) for some y 4x. Because 9’ preserves the relation < , we can conclude 
w’(y)* 9’(x). By 2.3(v) this means that there is an aE w’(x) such that 9’(y) 5 la. 
Hence zl9(y) = es0 9’(y) = sup 9’(y) I a E t/(x), i.e. z e w’(x). This proves 9(x) = 
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w’(x). Now let @ be the left adjoint of w. Then @ is the unique map such that its 
right adjoint Q(P) = w. 
Finally, if idetL): &5)-@(t) is the identity map, then the unique map 
id a(r) : P<Q(L)-f. such that .sso(id c(~)) = idetL) is the second counit of the adjunction. 
By the above proof, td,cL, f is the left adjoint of w : Q(L)+@<&) given by w(x) = 
l{idg(L)(y):y4x} = {y: y BX} for XE L. By Proposition 2.6, w is also the right 
adjoint of qr. : P<@(L)dL. The remarks in 1.4 yield now or. =idg(L). 
2.8. We conclude this section with a remark on the interpolation property: Let 
(S, < ) be a semilattice together with a relation < satisfying the condition (i)-(iv) of 
Definition 2.1. Let D be the set of all dyadic rationals between 0 and 1, i.e. the set of 
all rational numbers of the form r=n/2m, n,m E N, n~2~. A rational <-chain 
between two elements a, b E S is a mapping cp :D+S satisfying 
(i) V(O) = 0, e$l)=b. 
(ii) f<s = q(r) < cp(.s) for all r,s E D. 
Define a new relation < * on S by a < *b iff there is a rational < -chain from a to b. 
Then (S, < *) is an SL-object and < * is the finest relation contained in < with this 
property. If we let PSL be the category of all complete semilattices together with a 
relation < satisfying (i)-(iv) of Definition 2.1 as objects and all mappings preserving 
arbitrary suprema and < as morphisms, then we can collect these observations as 
follows: 
2.9. Proposition. The category CSL is a full subcategory of PSL. The functor 
*:PSL+CSL sending (S,<) to (S, <*) and a mapping rp:(S,<)-(T,<) onto 
rp : (S, < *)-+ (T, < *) is a right reflector. 
3. Colimits of continuous lattices 
In this section we finally discuss the colimits of continuous lattices. Let X be any 
small category and let F: X+CL be any diagram of continuous lattices. We want to 
describe the colimit of F. For sake of simplicity we will neglect all projections and 
coprojections in the following explanations. By applying the functor Q to our 
situation, we obtain a diagram QOF: X+CSL of CSL-objects. Let (S, <) be the limit 
of @OF. Because Q and P( are adjoint on the left, both Q and P< transfer limits to 
colimits. Hence P,(S, <) is the colimit of P< OQOF. But as P< 0~s lcL, the diagram 
P( O,QOF is isomorphic to the diagram F. Hence P< (S, <) is also the colimit of F. 
We now reduced our problem to the task of finding all limits in the category CSL. 
Because CSL is a right reflexive subcategory of PSL, it would be useful to find all 
limits in PSL. 
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3.1. Proposition. The forgetful functor I/: PSL-+Set preserves and creates limits. 
Proof. Let Compl be the category of all complete v-semilattices with all sup- 
preserving mappings as morphisms. it is well known that the forgetful functor 
V: Compl+Set preserves and creates limits. Hence it is enough to show that the 
image of PSL under the obvious embedding i: PSL+Compl is closed under limits. 
Let F: X -rPSL be a diagram and let S = lim ioF be the limit in Compl. For every 
XE 1x1 let prx: S-ioF be the canonical projection. Define a relation < on S by 
a< b iff pr,(a) < pr,(b) for all XE 1x1. Then < satisfies (i)-(iv) of Definition 2.1, 
hence is a PSL-object. Moreover, an easy calculation shows that (S, <) is the limit of 
F. 
By applying the relfexion *: PSL+CSL we obtain: 
3.2. Corollary. Let F: X+CSL be a diagram in CSL and let S be the limit of the 
underlying V-semilattices of F(X). For each x E 1 X 1 let pr, : S-rF(x) be the canonical 
projection. Define a relation < on S by a< b iff pr,(a)< pr,(b) for all XE [XI. Then 
(S, <*) is the limit of F in CSL. 
3.3. Theorem. Let F: X+CL be a diagram in CL. Then the colimit of F is given by 
P< (lim @OF, <*), where lim Q 0 F denotes the limit of the underlying v-semilattices of 
@OF. The canonical injection ix: F(x)+ P< (lim Q QF, < *) sends every a E F(x) to 
c({f~lime~F:pr,Cf)4a}). 
If we apply Theorem 3.3 to the special case of coproducts, we obtain the 
following results: 
3.4. Corollary. Let (Lj)jsJ be a family of continuous lattices. Then the coproduct of 
the(Li)jEIisisomorphictoP~(&EJLi,<), whereforf, gE fljcJLjwehave_f(giff 
fu) <g(j) for all je J. The canonical injection ij : Lj +Pc (nj,/ Lj, < ) is given by 
ij(a)={fenj=JLj:f(j)eaandf(k)*l forj+k). 
3.5. Corollary. The coproduct of algebraic lattices is again algebraic. 
Proof. We have to show that in P<(nj,/Lj> <) every ideal is the supremum of 
principal ideal out Of P<( DjeJ Lj, < ). Firstly, notice that for f E flj,J Lj We have f < f 
iff f(j) is compact for each jc J and that a principal ideal If is an element of 
P<(nj,,Lj, <) iff f <J Now let Z be any < -ideal. Pick an arbitrary element f EZ. 
Then there is an h E Z such that f< h. This means f(j) a h(j) for every j E J. Because 
Lj is an algebraic lattice we can find a compact element kj E Lj such that f(j) I kj I 
h(j). Define g E njsJ Lj by g(j) = kj. Then f sgl h, i.e. f E ig and g E I. Moreover, 
g< g implies IgEP<(njeJLj, <). This proves Z=U{Lg:IgEP<(&s,Lj, 0). 
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